
Zinger Baseball Performance Center and 
Zinger Prospects Baseball Club 
Summer 2024 Information 

 

To prospective players and parents, 

Let me start by saying thank you for your interest in our training platform and teams for the 2024 
Summer.  I have included a TON of detailed information with this letter so I will try to hit the high 
points here.  How we are structuring the program is di erent than you may be used to and I have 
tried to cover everything I could think of to best explain what we are doing.     

Our Program will be broken into TWO DIFFERENT parts – TRAINING and/or TEAM PLAY. 

Each player in the Training Program will be trained in our indoor Hitting and Pitching facility for 1 
hour daily and will participate in a lifting and speed/agility Program in the 11,000 Sq Foot gym 
adjacent to our facility for an additional hour.  All training will always be facilitated by 3-4 coaches 
on site.  Players will be assigned to a small group of 12 or less for Monday through Thursday training.  
Friday will be evening lifting for everyone with more of an open hitting  structure throughout the day 
to provide flexibility around potential games on Fridays.  Kevin Bay, Owner of Hybrid Baseball, has 
come on full time to run the Strength Program.  He trains baseball players and his program focuses 
specifically on movements that are related to the game.  He brings with him an impressive resume 
of MLB and MiLB players that he has as clients, as well as countless high school and college 
players.   

Training will be $1,600 (evening slots) or $1,700 (daytime slots) for the Entire Summer  
13+ weeks / 10 Hours Per Week ( ~$125/week or $12.50 per hour for Training) 
Baseball only or Strength Training only will be $1,000 for the 13+ weeks 
Shorter packages available and can be built to meet your availability needs. 
 
ZINGER PROSPECTS (Teams) 
We will be participating in events at the 15U, 16U, 18U, and Collegiate levels for the Summer.  
Schedules for our Premier Events are attached.  We will add more events as needed to 
accommodate the numbers of players in the Program.   
 
This will not be a typical Travel Team structure.  All players will be available to participate in any 
event in any age group they qualify for.  We will assign rosters for each weekend based on the 
availability form you fill out.  All players in the Program will have the same uniforms and can move 
up or down between teams.  We will have very few repeating numbers to make this possible.   
 
Costs for Events will be split evenly between players on the roster for that weekend.  A pitcher only 
will count as ½ of a player share for this calculation.  This a la carte pricing we believe o ers greater 
flexibility for families over the Summer.  Costs will be between $150 and $250 per player for 



individual events.  We will also have two Zinger Showcase options that will be 1-Day events at the 
beginning and end of the Summer Program.  These will be $100 per player and will include a full Pro 
Workout and assessment, along with a showcase game.   
 
Players participating in the full summer training platform will have no additional team fees to 
participate in the events / tournaments.  
  
If you are not participating in the full program but would like to play on a team and participate in 
some level of training (less than the full program) there will be a $200 Team Fee plus whatever the 
weekly/monthly costs of your personal program are.  
 
If you would like to play on the team but not participate in training with us at all there will be a flat 
$500 Team Fee to be included on the weekend rosters.  You must be approved by us to participate 
in events without participating in our training platform.     
 
UNIFORM / GEAR PACKAGE:  $300 (High School Teams) 
Includes (2) Jerseys, (1) Numbered BP Top, Hat, and Custom Maple Bat (plus extras TBD) 
 
COLLEGIATE TEAMS: 
We have (2) Teams in the Copper State Collegiate League held at Red Mountain Complex in Mesa.  
This will be a (16) game season running June 4th – July 19th.  Full time players will be $800 to 
participate on one of these teams which will include League Fees and your Uniform package with a 
custom maple bat.  Select 2025 players may be eligible to play on these teams, full of part time.  
Spots on the team will be first for players that are training with us.  We may have open spots for 
other full or part time players as needed for the roster (TBD).  Also, if we have more than (2) full 
rosters we may decide to add another team in the other AZ Collegiate League in Scottsdale.  Cost 
for that league are slightly higher with more games so the player costs would be di erent if we do 
that.  
 
OTHER OPPORTUNITIES: 
In addition, we will be adding in breakout sessions for individual positions, “open field” practice 
times for ground balls and fly balls, guest speakers and coaches, and a bunch of other extras.  
Some of these may involve a nominal cost depending on what we plan and they will be completely 
optional benefits for the players.   
 
HOW DO I GET INVOLVED – NEXT STEPS: 
There is a Player Availability form included in this package.  It is for all ages.  Fill it out as completely 
as possible and email it to Scott Hanish at Zinger (info on form).  We will be taking $500 deposits to 
secure your spot and start to assign your daily training times.  You will receive an invoice from me.  
For players on the HS team we will also send the invoice for your Uniform package and will get the 
specs for your custom Maple Zinger Bat order.   
 
 
 



FINAL THOUGHTS: 
This program is meant to be intense.  It is for players that want to dig in and really put in the work 
this Summer to get better.  Think of it as a Baseball Academy more than a Travel Team or Training 
facility.  There will be no “attendance” taken and we will not have any issue if you miss workouts or 
training.  You know your body and some days you will need to take a day o .  That is OK.  We will be 
here to push you as much as you want to push yourself. 
 
The information packet is for all ages.  There are daily schedules that I have put together for each 
group to try and give you a visual of what the Summer will look like.  When you are filling out the 
availability form, it is OK to mark yourself available for weekends where there isn’t a team in your 
age group.  If we have enough interest in those weekends we may add other tournament options.   
 
Thanks for reading.  I think spelling things out as much as possible helps things to not get lost in 
translation or misinterpreted.  If you have any other questions please email me and we can set up a 
call to go over anything you would like.   
 
 

Scott Hanish 
CEO/Owner – Zinger Bat Company and Zinger Baseball Performance Center 
scott@zingerbats.com 
602.980.3155 - Cell     
  
 
 


